
1. Node JS Developer
@Ariso [https://arisoapp.com/]
Employment Type: Full time
Apply within: 15 Days
Salary: Rs.5 - 7 LPA
Location: Work From Home

Responsibilities
We're scouting for a NodeJS developer with a maximum of 3 years of work experience (though
freshers can apply). This is a very hands on role that offers a large potential to experiment and
learn. If you're someone who is a great problem solver, doesn't mind working independently and
thrives in high ownership roles, then this is the right opportunity for you. You'll be working with an
amazing team of business and technology professionals to create a product that literally touches
life.

Responsibilities and Duties:
- Experience in Developing APIs and RESTful services using Node JS.
-Strong understanding of usage and implementation of JWT tokens & access control API
Development.
-Collaborating with the front-end developers and other team members to establish objectives and
design more functional, cohesive codes to enhance the user experience.
-Design experience using Node, Express, REST.
-Producing high quality code and experience with security implementations Identifying application
security risks and Implementing security patches procedures.
-Implement and Improve application logging services
-Work with the QA Team to develop testing protocols to identify and correct challenges. Must have
good analytical, debugging and problem-solving skills.
-Experience with AWS API Gateway, Lambda Functions
-Experience with MySQL, Amazon Redshift, DynamoDB
-Great communication skills.

Professional Qualification :
-B.Tech/Graduation in Computer Science
-Required minimum 2 years experience

Responsibilities :
-Build robust, secure and scalable services to power our applications.
-Continuously monitor and ensure sub-second latency of developed services.
-Assess and evaluate potential solutions to the given challenge.
-Communicate, collaborate and work effectively across teams in person and remotely (virtual).
-Create module level API docs, Architecture diagram and Flow charts.
-Write unit, functional and integration test cases for developed modules as per defined standard.
-Demonstrate the ability to set up a testing and production environment.
- Conceptualise and implement solutions for data storage.

How to Apply
Email at rohan@arisoapp.com

https://arisoapp.com/

